(Recessionary Affects: Releasing Psychic Rage and Fear Brought about By Economic Crisis As Depicted in the
Crisis Image Archives, 23x35” Photograph, 2013)

Manifesto #3
by Daniel Tucker
Recessionary Affects #2: We Failed To Understand What The Images Told Us But We Will Not
Fail Again  a look back at the Crisis Image Archives
All our lives we had trained and improved ourselves  refining our hopes and aspirations towards
really truly admirable goals.
And then you remember, laying in bed with your lover. Distracted pillow talk. Wondering what life
was for, what your debt was for, stressing on unpaid bills or not quite enough paid work, or how
to get ahead, the impossibility of getting ahead, or how to get a job that could let you even ask
such a bold question of what ahead meant to you.
Meanwhile, the last functions of welfare, the redistribution of wealth and resources, were being
dismantled and it didn't matter because it already felt too small to even notice, except when you
did. Or when you needed it. Or when it showed up in the form of a bus, or a library, or a free
something you were happy not to pay for.

We kept reading the words to have the basic facts. The technical mechanisms of adjustable rate
loans and mortgagebacked securities, the shadow banking system of short profits, the
complete evaporation of liquidity  it was well understood. But the images told a different story.
The images did something that our words could never do  they conveyed the depth in the
disciplining of our hearts and minds by hyper competitive, speculative and financial economic
logics. They did those things that artists do so much better than analysts. They depicted our
imaginations and our souls, they captured our emotions with a gesture, a line, or a metaphor.
And within those psychic portraits we could have realized that there was a unique opportunity to
stop being distracted and reorient our energies.

